A quantitative study of the efficacy of a deletion mutant bovine herpesvirus-1 differential vaccine in reducing the establishment of latency by wildtype virus.
Using quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) we have studied the latency established by wildtype (WT) bovine herpesvirus-1 (BHV-1) after challenge of cattle that had been vaccinated with a double deletion (gC-/tk-) mutant BHV-1 vaccine. Fourteen animals were vaccinated intramuscularly with 2 ml containing 10(7.4) CCID50 (cell culture infectious dose 50%) of IBRV (NG) dltkdlgC and challenged, along with six unvaccinated control animals, 30 days later with 10(8.2) CCID50 of WT BHV-1 (Cooper). The ability of this vaccine to prevent acute clinical BHV-1 infection after this challenge has been previously reported. Sixty days after challenge, eight of the vaccinates and the six control animals were euthanitized and the trigeminal ganglia (TG) examined for the amount of WT BHV-1 DNA by an internal standard quantitative PCR. The quantitative protocol that we used is based on co-amplification of BHV-1 gC specific sequences (present in WT BHV-1 but absent in the vaccine strain) and sequences from the bovine growth hormone (BGH) gene, which is used as an internal standard. The TG of the eight vaccinates contained BHV-1 WT DNA, but in a statistically significantly lower amount than the unvaccinated controls. These results are significant from the standpoint that, to our knowledge, this is the first report of a systematic quantitative approach to the study of the effect of BHV-1 vaccines on latency. This technique could be used to measure and compare the efficiency of various BHV-1 vaccines in preventing or diminishing latency, which is a significant factor for the perpetuation of BHV-1 in cattle populations.